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Today, football is in every village, town and city in the country and 
holds a special place deep in the communities which we, as sports 
administrators serve. While our game remains the highest team 
participation sport in the country, we must continue to maintain and 
grow that position for all our members, for our communities and for 
the future development of the game.
Clubs are central to this development. They create a unique envi-
ronment in which people of all ages and abilities can enjoy football. 
The Club Management Guide is aimed at helping volunteers involved 
in the administration and management of football clubs throughout 
Ireland. Its purpose is to serve as a resource and guide for adminis-
trators and to assist in club development. 
The guide is divided into seven sections including: Governance 
and Administration, Communication, Volunteers, Fundraising and 
Sponsorship, Infrastructure, and Coaching and Player Development. 
Section seven provides practical sample documents that a club can 
utilise to direct the development of their policies and procedures. 
I hope that this guide will provide you with ideas and useful advice to 
support you in running and developing your club. I urge everybody 
involved in the administration of 
football clubs to take advantage of the extensive material covered in 
this document.

Tony Fitzgerald
President
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The importance of volunteer-led clubs in the development of football 
in Ireland cannot be underestimated. 
Football has grown into the most widely played and loved game in 
the country and this is largely due to the incredible work undertak-
en for years by the countless dedicated volunteers who administer, 
organise and coach local football across Ireland. They play a pivotal 
role in the provision of recreational and competitive football at all 
levels. I know this from my personal experiences from visiting clubs 
throughout the country and having played for St Michael’s as young 
boy.
There is no doubt that how a player experiences their sport is depen-
dent on the club they are involved with. Well-organised clubs with 
strong structures and strong volunteers are best placed to promote 
football, encourage participation, keep people involved, engage with 
their community and develop every player to the best of their ability, 
whatever level that may be.
The FAI has a key role to play in facilitating club development by 
identifying and promoting best practice and providing the necessary 
guidance, direction and resources to ensure clubs are empowered 
to improve their capacity. 
The Club Management Guide is part of this process. Clubs can uti-
lise this guide on their continued journey of improvement and excel-
lence in club governance, management and administration. The Club 
Management Guide is one part of the FAI’s support programme for 
clubs outlined in the Strategic Plan 2016-2020. 
I have no doubt that the guide will be a reference point for volunteers 
throughout the country. 

John Delaney
CEO

CEO’S MESSAGE
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What is the Club Management Guide?

Benefi ts of the Guide

The Club Management Guide is a manual for use by all grassroots clubs in Ireland. The aims of the guide are to: 

• Identify best practice in running a club.
• Provide advice and guidance on variety of areas of club management.
• Provide practical templates and sample documents.
• 0utline the main duties of the key volunteer roles within a club.
• Be a user-friendly and useful resource for club administrators.
• Support the FAI Club Mark.

The guide has seven main sections. Each of these is further divided into specific sub-sections.  In the appendices, 
there is sample documents clubs can refer to when creating their own policies and procedures.  The main sec-
tions are as follows: 

1. Introduction
2. Governance and Administration
3. Volunteers
4. Fundraising and Sponsorship
5. Infrastructure and Operations
6. Coaching and Participation
7. Appendices

Football has grown into one of the most widely played and loved games in the country.  This is largely due to the 
fantastic work undertaken for years by countless dedicated volunteers who administer, support and coach local 
football across Ireland.  

Clubs and their volunteers play an essential role in the experience that players have and while this is a great privi-
lege and source of pride for club administrators it also brings a huge responsibility. 

More than ever it is essential that all clubs are well organised in all areas of club management. They must aspire 
to the highest standards of governance, planning, financial and volunteer management while also keeping child 
welfare and safety at the core of what they do.  Central to this is a commitment to quality coaching, player devel-
opment, coach development, inclusiveness and raising the standards of behaviour in the game.  

Football clubs in Ireland vary in many ways, however, for any club to achieve its potential it should strive to make 
steady improvements in everything it does. This guide will assist all leaders within clubs to continue moving forward 
and create stronger clubs.
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The Football Association of Ireland

The Football Association of Ireland (FAI) is the governing body of football in the Republic of Ireland. Today, over 
450,000 people participate in football as players, coaches, officials and volunteers.  The role of the Association is 
to promote, foster and develop this activity. 

The FAI controls the activities of Ireland’s international football teams and is affiliated to the Fédération Internationale 
de Football Association (FIFA). Through its own affiliated bodies, the FAI also organises all domestic competitions 
from the National League to the FAI Schools 5-a-side competition. 

In addition, the FAI is active in the training and education of players, coaches and officials and aims to develop 
better facilities and support services for all those involved in the game.    

Vision - To enable every Irish person to participate in our game, to allow all involved in the game to reach their full 
potential, whatever level that might be, and to inspire the nation through international success at the highest level.

Mission Statement - To promote, foster and develop the game of Association Football in Ireland.

Values

• Respect - On and off the field, respect is a central value of the Football Association of Ireland. Respect for the 
game, diversity, opponent, officials and supporters.  Football in Ireland is administered by a wide range of peo-
ple; it is essential that a collaborative dynamic is created that is respectful of everyone involved in the game. 
Acknowledgement and appreciation of diversity should be encouraged across the Association. Positivity and 
encouragement should be the guiding hallmark of our attitudes.

• Integrity - In all our dealings we must strive for equity, consistency and fairness in our treatment of others and 
in our decision making.  We will deliver competitions under the laws of the game in an honest and transparent 
manner and be accountable to all members of the Association in our commitments.

• Passion - Football brings out a passion in people. The Association will encourage and nurture this passion in 
players, supporters and administrators so that it impacts the game and all involved in a positive manner.

• Teamwork - Our success requires a commitment to teamwork at all levels of the Association. Teamwork 
involves combining the skills, talent, knowledge, and experience of all members in a coordinated manner. We 
embrace teamwork through mutual support, encouragement and accountability. By working together as a 
team and sharing knowledge, we can achieve greater results than by working as individuals.

• Excellence - The Association will strive to achieve excellence in all our interactions and decision making. 
Development and innovation will be fostered so that our game continues to be the number one team sport in 
the country.
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The Association’s structure can best be split into four sections: the FAI Council, The Board of Management, the 
FAI staff and the Affiliates. 

The FAI Council is made up of members from across the Irish football family. Council elects the FAI’s President, a 
number of committee members and also pass major decisions.
The Board of Management comprises of members who act as the Directors of the Association.  They govern the 
affairs of the Association, are responsible for ensuring the delivery of the objectives of the Association, setting its 
strategic direction and upholding its values. 

FAI staff assist in the planning and delivery of the Association’s strategic goals across all areas of work. 

The Affiliates coordinate and oversee their own areas of the game and work closely with the Association to ensure 
a collaborative and unified approach.

Structure of football in Ireland
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